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Introduction

• Why is the politics of building important to 
understand?

• Barriers and facilitators to eco-housing

• Different scales of politics and management –
local to national - individuals can only enact 
change at a certain scale, do we need 
government to make change happen?

• Environmental governance – requires 
dialogue between state and non-state actors 
to achieve ecological modernisation

• State has power to enforce change and 
penalise those who ignore laws

• Focus on Britain, but issues are international 
and many solutions come from beyond 
Britain



Understanding politics of building

• Discourse of political approach to key issues and problems in 
(eco)housing in Britain

• Constantly changing situation – recession, new planning legislation - but 
continued pressure for new housing

• Thus explore the political management of key areas of tension:

1. CO2 and energy

2. Standards

3. Supply

4. Demand

5. Land and location

6. Knowledge and Innovation

7. Affordability



CO2 AND ENERGY

• Recent years an acknowledgement 
of the role houses (and buildings 
broadly) play in CO2 reduction

• Aim to reduce CO2 by 80% by 2050 
requires massive changes in our 
houses

• Increased energy costs also 
problem for consumer and 
government

• Government enforcing change on 
CO2 emissions and energy use in 
new houses



Code for Sustainable Homes

• Launched in 2006 by British government

• At first voluntary code whereby new buildings 
could be rated, but in May 2008 became 
mandatory on all new homes (code rating 
gradually increasing)

• Different code levels – 1 to 6. 6 is most ecological

• Code 6 = zero carbon house

• Meant to encourage:

– Energy efficiency

– Reduced use of water

– Better use of materials

– Practices and materials designed to safeguard 
occupants’ health and well being

• Example: BRE house pictured here



• Water reduction

• CO2 emissions

• Surface run off

• Waste

• Materials



Zero Carbon homes

• Code for Sustainable Homes thus 
developed notion of Zero Carbon Homes 
(Code level 6)

• All new homes in England will have to be 
carbon neutral by 2016 (Code 6)

• A zero carbon house is defined as a 
property with "zero net emissions of 
carbon dioxide from all energy use in the 
home" 

• Will be reached in stages 

• Involved tightening building regulation 
over the next decade to improve the 
energy efficiency of new homes

• Apparent change to planning only allow 
development that is environmentally 
sustainable (but now under threat)



• Was the most stringent in the world, 
requiring all carbon emissions (including 
those from unregulated energy use such as 
cooking and plug-in appliances) to be 
addressed.

• BUT March 2011 UK Government 
announced zero carbon would be redefined 
to only require zero emissions from 
regulated energy use (i.e. the energy 
required to heat and cool a home, and 
provide hot water and lighting)

• This is still a very challenging target for 
mainstream delivery, requiring 
considerable innovation over and above 
current practice, and, typically, the need for 
measures (Allowable Solutions) which 
mitigate the emissions that cannot normally 
be achieved by the design of the home

• The new UK definition is now much closer 
to the requirements set out by the 
European Energy Performance of Buildings 
Directive = European alignment

http://blog.emap.com/footprint/2009/08/13/guest-blogger-lynne-sullivan-zero-carbon-definition/zero-carbon-efficiency/


Is Zero Carbon target a good idea?

Ambitious plan, BUT:

• Fails to take account of existing housing stock 
efficiency

• Fails to take account of energy used in 
construction materials and the build process

• Fails to take account of the ways people live and 
consume (even though originally did)

• To improve energy efficiency of a standard house 
can be costly and thus off-putting

• Sceptics argue not achievable without more major 
change – just another target the government 
won’t meet or support

http://images.google.co.uk/imgres?imgurl=http://www.atlantaintownpaper.com/images/CASDUBGH.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.atlantaintownpaper.com/features/EarthCraftHouseJAN07.php&h=163&w=173&sz=22&hl=en&start=14&tbnid=3kdRH9mi9dqgIM:&tbnh=94&tbnw=100&prev=/images?q=living+green&gbv=2&svnum=10&hl=en


(Solar) Feed-In tariffs

• At same time government been 
pushing growth of micro-renewable 
energy market

• Feed-In tariffs paid for electricity 
generated by individual household 
photovoltaic cells 

• 43p per Kilowatt hour of electricity 
produced.  Now planned to reduce 
to 21p. Led to massive growth of PV 
installations

• BUT not cost effective and 
benefitted rich

• Green Deal – new system of 
encouraging micro-energy and 
retrofitting. Energy Act 2011 
passed, but not yet implemented



Resistance to government programmes

• Building companies because of perceived increased costs 
(Morrisey et al, 2011). See Webb, T (2010) House 
builders to win reduced carbon target for homes (The 
Guardian, 29th August)

• Increased resistance in times of recession from all

• Energy companies who have had to pay Feed-In Tariffs

• Those who could not afford to install the technology –
inequality in who is benefitting from government 
subsidies 



“there is no doubt that environmental issues have 
had a big impact on contemporary politics, and yet 
the frequency with which governments adopt a 
business-as-usual response to environmental 
problems raises the cynical thought that perhaps 
nothing much has really changed” 

(Carter, 2001, p.2)



STANDARDS

• Construction is regulated by both Planning Policy and Building 
Regulations (under 1984 Building Act)

• Well-established energy efficiency standards built into building 
regulations mostly from 1970's - developed as a response to the 
1973 oil crisis

• Minimum standards have progressively improved and 
developed, along with a set of aspirational standards (such as 
Code 6) that set the scene for innovative solutions to low-
energy homes and consequently inform the evolution of 
regulatory standards

• International move towards setting new standards, but all use 
different terms including; low energy, low carbon, zero carbon, 
Passivhaus, high performance, energy positive, eco-homes, 
sustainable homes and green homes

• But do the standards go far enough, and/ or do they restrict 
innovative development?



Passivhaus

• German Passivhaus standard the most 
stringent energy efficiency requirements 
in the world

• Very effective design and robust post-
occupancy data

• a house that has an excellent thermal 
performance, exceptional 
airtightness with mechanical ventilation

• Sweden has made this standard 
mandatory for all buildings

• In Germany there are over 2,000 
Passivhaus buildings and a number of 
German cities have now adopted it

• Not cost significantly more than previous 
designs

• Need political will-power to enforce 
design requirements



Holding back innovation?

• Sometimes unable to account for 
innovative design and can enforce 
costly practices to ensure 
conformity

• In Britain they are guidelines of 
what has to be achieved (such as 
U-values and fire resistance) but 
there is flexibility in how it is 
achieved

• Lammas, Wales: Simon Dale and 
Jasmine Saville’s house – breaches 
building regs



What happens without regulation?

• Places without planning laws and 
building regulations produced 
successful and innovative eco-
housing – Crestone, Colorado

• The freedom to experiment 
necessary to prove new ideas work 
and we should consider following 
the USA in creating more 
experimental build zones

• Such sites provide ‘proof-of-
concept’ space which can also 
provide evidence for the necessary 
changes in building regulations and 
planning to enable innovative eco-
building



SUPPLY

• Restriction in supply of housing – both 
new and in affordability of existing

• Recent stall in new housing 
construction

• Generally very high cost of housing = 
mitigates additional eco-construction 
features

• Long focus of government policies – to 
increase supply by: setting house 
building targets for each region, tax 
relief for building companies, changing 
planning legislation



Localism Bill

• 2012: Overhaul of entire planning 
system

• Meant to change presumption of 
planning from ‘no’ to ‘yes’ – that 
development can and should happen 
anywhere

• Meant to increase local power in 
decision making

• Increase community power: 
Community Right to Build initiative

• Abolish regional targets

• Neighbourhood planning

• Infrastructure decisions by Ministers



Localism Bill opposition

• Broad range of opposition to new bill from environmental groups
• Friends of the Earth’s recommendations. Empowering people 

locally means that we need to address: 
– Rights: by ensuring that all planning documents contain a right 

to be heard in their inquiry/examination, and that some 
decisions on applications can be subject to a third party right 
of appeal

– Equality: ensuring that planning considers the equality impacts 
of policies and development management

– Information: by requiring all information and meetings of the 
Neighbourhood Fora and Parish Councils to be made publicly 
available 

• Ignores local power inequities, fails to include environmental focus 
for development (does not define sustainable development). Does 
not adequately protect greenfield sites?

• Actually many decisions are national and ‘top-down’ – focus on 
economic growth



Supplementary Planning Policy

• Pembrokeshire County Council and Pembrokeshire National Park adopted 
an innovative policy on Low Impact Development – could increase supply

• Explicitly allows rural greenfield development under a number of 
conditions aimed to ensure developments remain Low Impact

• Under the guidelines development must be: highly sustainable, using 
local, renewable, recycled, and/or natural materials and built to high 
standards of eco-design, with the emphasis on ‘low impact’, including 
visual effects

• Proposal must offer positive environmental, social and/or economic 
contributions with public benefit

• Furthermore, residents must prove a need to be on the land and these 
land-based activities will substantially meet household needs

• APPLICATION: Few cases have been approved under this policy



DEMAND

• Changing demographics –
increased number of households

• Changing expectations
• Spatially variable, which thus 

increases problems and pressures 
in particular regions

• Depends how measure – those on 
housing waiting lists, mortgage 
applications, or rise of cost of 
housing 

• BUT increased cost does not mean 
demand falls, simply excludes 
people from property ownership

• Emphasis remains on 
OWNERSHIP rather than 
occupancy (other residential 
models)



Spatial variance of demand



Projected household growth, 2006-31



LAND AND LOCATION

• Who owns Britain? Lots of land categorised as 
agricultural and thus not as development land = price 
pressure

• There is no land scarcity – 90% of England is green 
space

• Increased pressure on rural land = high demand = 
high prices

• Land price key problem, caused in part by difference 
between agricultural market price and development 
price. Under political control – differential of 4 
between cost in Britain and Sweden

• If limited land then limits design possibilities and use 
of passive energy

• Increases rational of retrofitting rather than build new 
in south-east 



Thus pressure on government to release agricultural land for 
(sustainable) development and enhance delivery of land – land 
price should meet social and economic needs



Protecting land from development

• Planning system favours buildings which conform to existing 
styles and norms

• Planning does not simply ensure conformity of design but 
actively seeks to ‘protect’ land from development per se

• Operates under the premise that house building is by default 
damaging to the environment and that it is necessary to 
separate people from the land

• Eco-housing seeks to reconnect people with their 
environment

• Special exception should be made for allowing eco-houses 
to be built on land not available to other forms of 
construction

• Some success in allowing eco-building on farmland but it is 
still seen as the exception



“the planning system does not recognize or provide for 
exceptionally sustainable development. The standards 
for sustainable development it sets – the minimum 
standards – are far below the standards that eco-
neighbourhoods set. The planning system needs to 
differentiate in favour for exceptionally sustainable 
development, and set aside land for such development 
which cannot be used for less sustainable sorts of 
development”

(Shorten, 2007)



Existing housing stock needs attention



KNOWLEDGE AND INNOVATION

• Seyfang and Smith (2007) work on 
innovation identifies many ideas 
come from radical beginnings

• Outcomes depend how policy and 
regulations applied

• Uneven application and 
interpretation across Britain 
influenced by level of knowledge of 
inspectors and planners

• Hard to get permission for more 
radical designs

• Or different ways of living – co-
housing, not supported



AFFORDABILITY

• Definition: “Affordable housing includes social rented and 
intermediate housing, provided to specified eligible households 
whose needs are not met by the market. Affordable housing 
should: meet the needs of eligible households including 
availability at a cost low enough for them to afford, determined 
with regard to local incomes and local house prices; and include 
provisions for: the home to be retained for future eligible 
households” (Communities and Local Government, 2012)

• Actually should be about income ratios
• Mortgages are largest of household debt
• Poor housing has health implications
• Growth of affordable housing only ever happened when land 

owned by state
• Can affordability be created within a free market mechanism?
• Need a ‘stable and boring housing market’



Ratio of income to mortgage cost

• Affordability 
changes as house 
prices and 
mortgage costs 
change

• Very little political 
emphasis upon 
tackling 
affordability issues

• Instead simply rely 
on renting and 
Housing 
Associations to 
provide housing



Section 106 Agreements

• Section 106 of the 1990 Town and Country Planning Act (S106) sets out 
the mechanism for achieving affordable housing through the planning 
system

• Allows a local planning authority (LPA) to enter into a legally-binding 
agreement with the granting of planning permission. The obligation is 
termed a Section 106 Agreement. 

• Way of delivering or addressing matters that are necessary to make a 
development acceptable in planning terms

• They are increasingly used to support the provision of services and 
infrastructure, such as highways, recreational facilities, education, health 
and affordable housing. 

• In rural areas, rural exceptions sites can be made available to provide 
affordable housing to meet local needs. These are sites where planning 
permission would normally have been refused but are permitted where 
the development consists entirely of affordable housing



Lecture summary

• Need to understand the discourse of politics, not simply read 
policy document – how policies are implemented that matter 
(Sturzaker, 2010)

• Regulations not always best way to ensure good eco-housing
• Lack of government support for green building design, but has 

supported technologies
• Planning and building regulations are important parameters for 

building, but can serve to hinder low cost eco-housing and are 
often used to restrict eco-housing even when they could be 
interpreted in more sympathetic ways

• Partial support, but never quite enough and other countries have 
been more successful in legislative support

• Main problem is short-term nature of politics vs. long-term 
environmental planning necessary

• Need a shared idea of what housing is for



• Why do we need government support 
to enable the growth of eco-housing?



Key reading this week

• Rydin, Y, Amjad, U and Whitaker, M (2007) Environmentally 
Sustainable Construction: Knowledge and Learning in London 
Planning Departments, Planning Theory and Practice, 8, 3, 
363-380

• Dale, S and Saville, S (2011) The Compatibility of Building 
Regulations with Projects under new Low Impact Development 
and One Planet Development Planning Policies: Critical and 
Urgent Problems and the Need for a Workable Solution. 
Lammas Low Impact Development. 


